2014 Nashville Film Festival Screenwriting Competition
Teleplay - 2nd Round Announcements

PILOT - DRAMA
Jamie Tunkel
Kay Poiro
Arthur Rains-McNally and Guy Steele
Kyle Fried
Alan Baxter
Julian Surface, Pat Gaston and Travis Parke
Vin Morreale
Jeff Truman
Shawn Judge
Scott Masterson
Aaron Rollins
Travis Hodgkins
Tony Cammarata
D. Taylor Loeb
Ron Estes
Jackson Wickham
Oz Davidson
Suzanne Griffin
Vin Morreale and Devon Mitchell
Grete Heinemann

AWOL
Brewster Commons
Czar of Detroit
Grace
Harvest "Pilot"
'Last Call'
Nevada Blue
Novak
ODC
One Giant Leap
Ordnung
Pound for Pound
Steampunk Wonder
Stray Dogs
The Dead People In Your Dreams
The Girl From Here
The Purple Brothers
The Sensualist
The Wildlands
Valleywood

PILOT - COMEDY
Michael Sumner
Ed Beach
Amy Vandivort
Sam Boseley
Greg Boaldin and Jason Van Dyke
Karen Rouse
Thomas Doyle
Kristin Cantrell
Jon Forisha
Robert Williams and Tanya Bishop

Best Sellers
Bobby Botelli, G.M.
Bye-Bye Marigold
Cherub Court 'I smite you'
For The Byrds
Foxy Naught
Operators Are Standing By
Roomies
The Coffee Shop
Twang